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BART 
New Administrators 
  

 

GUIDE FOR ADMINISTRATORS 

1. BART consists of:  

(a) BART Team App from Apple or Google 

(b) MEMBERS via BARTapp.com.au – LOGIN 

(c) DASHBOARD via BARTapp.com.au – LOGIN 

(d) TURNOUT via BARTapp.com.au – LOGIN 

(e) RAMP only available from Apple  

2. Focus on SIMPLICITY first (Thumbs up; Thumb down)  before 

attempting to cover the extensive functionality of BART (Messaging, Teams, Profiles, 

Tracking Members and Vehicles, Appliances, Completion Reports, Availability, Documents, 

Events, Radio Streaming, Discussion, Dashboard, ETAs, RAMP, Turnout, Non Smart 

Phones, etc etc)   

3. The ‘Other’ Yellow button  in association to Thumbs up and thumbs down is a Group. 

Brigade or Unit decision.  It can mean:  

(a) going direct to incident location  

(b) Busy if you need me ring, or  

(c) acknowledge. 

4. The correct location of your group, station, unit or shed is important to determining ETA for 

members.  You can correct the location in Administration - Group  - Location Icon - then 

move the station location icon and SAVE 

               

5. Members can log into BART via a User Name, their mobile number or their email address. 

The user name must be unique.  A suggestion is their first name and the first three or four 

letter of their surname as a single word.  

6. Points on passwords.  The password must be strong ie six or more characters, with at least 

one Capital letter, with at least one lower case letter and one numeral. Eg for Robert Lawson 

with a mobile number of 0412 645 872 it could be Law872 

7. Member Account Types within BART are: Person, Appliance, Dashboard, Device or API.  

Groups, Brigades or Units should only use:  Person, Appliance and/or Dashboard 
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8. Information on Member Permissions 

 

(A) GLOBAL FOR THE MEMBER 

(a) Private Mobile – if member does not want their number to be available to other 

members.  The mobile number is available to BART Administrators. 

(b) Send Broadcast – Member can send messages.  In Administration - Groups  - 

Senders - the specific Broadcast Tag that the member can send a message on must 

also be specified. 

(c) SMS Send Instructions – For members who receive SMSs, the will receive simple 

instructions on how to respond to the message.  eg 1 yes coming (1 5 coming 5 

minutes away) , 0 not coming and 2 is other 

(d) Edit Broadcast – Allow the member to change location for a Broadcast  

 

(B) GROUP BASED FOR THE MEMBER 

 

(e) Default Group – indicates the home group for the member, if the member is in more 

than one group, brigade or unit. 

(f) Observer Only -  The member in this group only sees Alert Incidents, and is not 

shown in the active member list and does not see Discussions. 

(g) Create Events – Can create Calendar Events and must also have the Send 

Broadcast permission. 

(h) Close Incidents – Member can close Incidents which generates an email to those 

members which have the Email Reports set to ON 

(i) Email Reports – Members with this permission receive Completion Email reports 

when the incident is closed.  The Incident must be an Alert and have information 

attached to it. 

(j) Low Balance Reminders – Members with this permission receive reminders when the 

SMS Credit Limit is reached. 

(k) Account Manager – members with this permission get reminder renewals and have 

the ability to pay on behalf of the group, brigade or unit. 

 

  

9. There are three ways of setting up new members: 

(a) the member enters their details on the BART Web site (BARTapp.com.au) for a free trial 

and you should receive an email and accept them in the Members – Administration – 

Members – REQUESTS  

(b) you enter their details in the Members – Administration – Groups – NEW MEMBERS + 

(c) Upload members via a Excel spreadsheet in Members – Administration – Members – 

IMPORT.  If you do not have spread sheet expertise this is not recommended.  

 

10. BART Administrators can Accept, Decline and Other for members and update their 

availability in the Dashboard. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11. Basics in relation to the BART Team App: 

(a) Menu at the bottom  showing the four main areas 

(Broadcasts, Discussions, Availability and Events) as well as the number of members as 

well as unread messages  
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(b) Menu within the BART App      

        
(c) The Logout option is hidden at the bottom within Settings to make it difficult for member 

to find this option.  We recommend that members stay logged into BART unless there 

are special circumstances. 

(d) Within ‘Groups’ the Group, Brigade or Unit should have the group highlighted in green 

otherwise the member will not see any messages associated with that group.                  
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12. Creating and allocating a Broadcast Tag.  There are three parts to Broadcast Tags: 

(a) Creating the Broadcast Tag in Administration – Groups – Broadcast Tags – NEW+ then 

enter the TAG Code and the Name of the Broadcast Tag (NB the TAG Code must be 

unique across the whole of BART otherwise the Broadcast Tag will be created)  

 
(b) Allocating the Broadcast to the members to receive messages on the new Broadcast 

Tag.  The view column determines whether they see the message or not. The SMS, 

Email or Push determines the alert they receive when the message is created.

 
(l) Allocating the members who can send messages on the Broadcast Tag.  The 

member must have the Member Permission of Send Broadcast on the Member 

Account. In Administration – Broadcast Tags - Senders – then add the member to the 

Broadcast Tag that they can send on 

 

                 

 

 

13. Messages can be created and sent by ‘Send Broadcast’ members on Broadcast Tags 

allocated to them in the following BART Applications: 

(a) BART App -  In the List View - Press the red circle with the plus sign 

  
(b) BARTapp.com.au – LOGIN - MEMBERS - Press ‘+ NEW ’ 
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(c) BARTapp.com.au – LOGIN - DASHBOARD  - Press ‘+ NEW’ 

 
In the Dashboard you have the ability to send a message to individuals. Please include 

yourself in the select if you wish to see the message on your phone.  

(d) BARTapp.com.au – LOGIN – TURNOUT – Press ‘+’ 

                       

(e) RAMP App available only on Apple phone and tablet   Press ‘+’ 

 
 

(f) From the Menu Area of the BART Team App 

 
 

 

 

14. Forward Message.  This option is available on the quick and List View  then select                                                             

 

 

 

15. Changing the location of the Incident if the location is not correct, the options are:  

(1) Local change - slowly press on the location icon on the map and move it 

(2) Non-Local Change - tap on the location icon on the map and tap again to provide 

the ability to enter the new address 

(3) Non-Local Change – in the List and Quick view using the  option– select on 

to provide the ability to enter the new address 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16. Map options in the BART App: 

(a) Information on ETAs Pressing .  This icon shows eta and direction to: 

(i) Station 

(ii) Location 

(iii) Station to location  
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(b) Go direct to Location on the Map. This icon  takes you to the location 

 

 

 

(c) Map options.  Pressing this icon  takes you to mapping settings 

                                                          

(d) Show fire hydrants and Water points.  Press  

(e) Show all active incidents.  Press  

(f) Activate direction.  Press  

 

(g) My Location at the bottom of the Map provides members GRID,LAT/LNG, UTM or DEC. 

Slide to select the map reference applicable to you 

    

(h) Show other icon information on the Map,  Press this icon  to allow you to select 

different layers of icons eg airports, etc 
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17. Information on Settings in the BART Team App. 

                                            

The key settings are: 

(a) Reset password 

(b) Request to join a group, brigade or unit with the immediate radius. 

(c) Set the Standard and Alert tones 

(d) Test push Notification to your own phone.  Press ‘Test Notification’ then move to the App 

menu area to receive the push notification. You can also do the same in the MEMBERS 

settings. 

(e) Turn OFF or ON whether you wish to be notified of Discussion or Incident Notifications 

(f) Set the default for List View or Quick View 

(g) Show Maps (Note: if this option is not set you will not see maps) 

(h) Set Track me on Attending.  Member will be track for 25 minutes and the member will be 

shown on the map for the members Group, brigade or unit only 

(i) Set Time format – 24 hour or 12 hour 

(j) Shows BART version and Phone operating system  

(k) Log Off point.  We recommend the member is logged in at all the times unless there are 

special circumstances. 

 

18. Appliances have different buttons:  

                                                

                                                   

(a) Activate or on assignment starts Tracking.  Appliances are visual to other Groups, 

Brigades or Units with a 100 KLMS radius of any BART Member 

(b) On the way 

(c) Arrived 

(d) Returning 

(e) Back at Station, Unit or shed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

19. BART Administrators have the ability to allocate members to appliances using the CREW 

BUILDER functionality in the Dashboard and The BART Team App. 
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20. In Crew builder you can allocate members to be Driver or Crew leader once they are in the 

Vehicle. 

                                         
21.  Some Groups, Brigades and Units use Appliances (as ‘At Location’ and ‘At Station’) to 

record who travelled direct to the incident location in their private vehicles and the members 

that assisted at the Station, Unit or Shed.  This ensures that everyone that participated in the 

Incident is recorded in the email report produced when the incident is COMPLETED.  

 

22.  Appliances have their own Login and password and are normally in a phone or tablet in the 

appliance or truck.  However, if the truck does not have a designated phone or table, 

members in the truck can swap over to being the truck they are in if the truck details have 

been added to the members profiles in the BART Team App. ie ‘v’ in the Menu area

   Refer to Profiles in this document. 

 

23. Profiles in the BART Team App, particularly for adding Appliances to your profile or people 

who have issues with their BART App on their phone.  Profiles are in the Menu Area of the 

BART Team App ie ‘v’.   Then press the ‘+’  to enter 

the User name and password of the appliance or member you wish to add to your profiles. If 

a member is having trouble with their phone you can add them to your profile to see if the 

same issue occurs to you on your phone. This assist everyone to see if it is BART issue or an 

individdual phone issue. If you have the vehicle/s profile/s in your phone, you can change 

over to be the Vehicle when in the Vehicle during an incident. 

 

 

 

 

24. Member tracking on pressing Thumbs up or Other for 25 minutes and ETA update so that 

everyone can see each other as they move to the Station, unit or shed 
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25. Member tracking is within a group, brigade or unit.  Appliance tracking is across groups, 

brigades or units within a maximum of 100 Klms radius.  

26. Teams can be created in the MEMBERS and the BART Team App. Members, Appliances 

and Incidents can be applied to Teams.  Members in the Teams can close Incidents. This 

was developed to cater for multiple incidents in a short period of time such as a storm or 

flood. 

                                          
 

27. Documents Folders can be created in the MEMBERS and the BART Team App and 

documents added from the MEMBERS.  Photo can be taken or uploaded to the Document 

Folders from the BART Team App 

  
 

28. Events can be created in the MEMBERS and BART Team App. Events can be transferred to 

the calendar of the member phone for reminders. 

              
 

29. Discussion Folder can be created in the MEMBERS and the BART Team App.  Discussion 

entries, Photos and Locations can be added  

                                         
 

30. Member Availability can be set by the BART Administrator in the Dashboard, or the member 

in the BART Team App, MEMBERS or the Dashboard. 
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31. Incident Comments and Photos can be added Incidents in the Dashboard and in the BART 

Team App. Press Attendees     in the Quick view or the Message in the List 

view then press ‘Comments’ 

                                                                            
 

 

32. Members can join other Groups, Brigades or units which are visible to them.  The joining can 

be done from MEMBERS or from the BART Team App in the Menu Setting of the BART 

Team App.  The BART Administrator should receive an email notifying the BART 

Administrator of the request.  The acceptance or decline of the request can only be done in 

the MEMBERS by the BART Administrator or a Member of the BART Team. 

                                                          

33. BART allows three logins on their phone, Member, Member’s Tablet and Member’s Partner. 
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34. Testing push notifications or issues with the phone. Points: 

(a) Android phones such as Samsung, will work with the standard setting when the phone 
was purchased.  As the member is having issues we would like to assist them in 
returning those settings back to standard.  

(b) Please note: Some older phones may not work with BART due to the new features that 

BART uses, which may not be available on your phone 

(c) Link to specific  'quick guide' for fixing push notifications on Oppo devices: 

https://bart.emerg.com.au/help-centre/quick-guides/how-to-fix-broken-notifications-on-

oppo-phones/  

(d) Please check if you are using any Battery Life Saving options in your phone as they can 

impact on Push Notifications. 

(e) We first need you to establish a starting point. Please complete the following: 

1. Ensure you have access to download the BART App on the Google Play store or 
the Apple App Store 

2. Ensure you have the login & password for BART handy 

3. Delete the BART app only – Do not delete other apps that you may have 
installed 

4. Turn off your smartphone 

5. Restart your phone so that it goes through the re-start initialisation processes 

6. Go to the Google Play Store or Apple App Store and download the latest BART 
App 

7. Login into BART 

 

(f) If BART is still not functioning correctly, visit the Help Centre within the BART website. 

We have created a specific page for troubleshooting the issue of not receiving 

notifications: 

(g) Help Centre / Common Problems /  I’m not receiving notifications 
(h) Also check your phone settings with a similar phone which is working.  

(i) If it is still not working, please call me directly - Jan Wandek 0419 304 182 

(j) Please email back what solved the issue so we can assist others 

 

35. Sending a Pager/SMS messages if the message does not come through in BART.  Officers 
should be trained to send a message in BART if one is received in the pager and not in BART 
 

36. Handling Duplicate messages. Officers should be trained to COMPLETE one of the duplicate 
messages in BART if duplicate messages occur in BART 
 

 

37. The BART Team can purchase a Virtual Dedicated SMS numbers for Groups, Brigades or 

Units at $100 per year.  This would only apply where the CAD System or Message 

Dispatching organisation send SMS to member phones. The Virtual Dedicated SMS number 

would be added by the Group, Brigade or Unit to their group within the CAD System or 

Message Dispatching organisation.  We also have to add the Sender Mobile numbers that 

will send messages to that Number against the SMS Broadcast Tag for security and spam 

avoidance. 

 

38. Non-Smartphone members.  BART provides for members who do not have a Smart Phone 

but wish to participate within BART.  The Group, Brigade or unit is required to purchase SMS 

credits so that BART can send high priority SMSs to that Member Phone at the same time as 

https://bart.emerg.com.au/help-centre/quick-guides/how-to-fix-broken-notifications-on-oppo-phones/
https://bart.emerg.com.au/help-centre/quick-guides/how-to-fix-broken-notifications-on-oppo-phones/
https://bart.emerg.com.au/help-centre/
https://bart.emerg.com.au/help-centre/quick-guides/im-not-receiving-notifications/
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other members are notified. SMSs from the Non Smart phoneThe Member has set up the 

member within BART no different to a Smart Phone Member with the exception that the 

member will be receiving SMS from BART as indicated in the Member Broadcast area. Ie 

ALL in the blue circle  The Non Smart  Phone members normally have the permission ‘SMS 

Send Instruction’ set so they receive a prompt that 1 is yes, 0 is no and 2 is Other. 

 

                
 

 

39. Missing pager messages in your group, brigade or unit.  Please send a recent message from 

your pager and the cap-code you believe the message was send on.  Refer to Appendix one 

which shows how to view the capcodes from your pager.  On youtube there are videos which 

show how to view the Cap-codes in your pager.  Videos links: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yqyLvJEXUzU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cp4jri6Xz3E 

40. Radio Streaming with Broadcastify.  There are two steps to radio streaming: 

(a) Set the locate and set the desired radio streaming available in BART by pressing  

then pressing  to select the streaming links in BART 

(b) Then to activate Radio Streaming by Pressing  or  

(c) If the Radio Streaming Link is not in BART please visit the BROADCASTIFY web site 

and provide us with the description and the link so we can include it in BART to assist 

you. 

 

41. Weather reporting in the Dashboard.  Should the Weather report not be in BART please 

provide us with the BOM link to the weather report you require.  Please note not all weather 

areas are available. 

 

42. MARKERS: Fire Hydrants and Water points.  Please provide us with an Excel spreadsheet 

with three columns one for Reference, one for Latitude and the other for Longitude eg 42 

Adelaide St, -37.7403, 144.789813.  There is provision in MEMBERS to manually enter  

MARKERS and to upload MARKERS. 

 

43. RAMP is a module in its own right for incidents and appliance management where more than 

one group, brigade or unit is involved. However, it can be used by individual groups to record 

mapping data on an ALERT Incident to be shared by all the members of the group for that 

incident.  RAMP at this stage is only available in Apple phones and tablets. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yqyLvJEXUzU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cp4jri6Xz3E
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44. Issue reporting. To resolve or explain an issue you as well as the BART Team must be able 

to reproduce the issue.  An issue on an ‘individual phone only’ requires investigation to see 

why the phone settings are different to a similar phone that is working correctly. An issue that 

occurs some time ago and cannot be reproduced is very difficult to solve or explain.  We still 

need to be informed of issues (the quicker the better) even though we may not be able to 

explain or resolve them. 

 

45. Browser issues.  Sometimes you may experience issues with MEMBERS, DASHBOARD or 

TURNOUT, please try a different Browser to see if the issue disappears.  We use Firefox, 

Google Chrome and Microsoft Edge. 

 

46. You cannot allocate a licence to a member who has requested to join your group, brigade or 

unit until they are accepted by the BART Administrator or added to the group, brigade or unit. 

 

47. The SMS credits are only for sending BART SMS Messages from BART, not for the SMSs 

sent by Members to BART 

 

48. BART Subscriptions Licences and SMS Credits can be initiated on line via the MEMBERS by 

the BART Administrator. You will receive an email with the transaction details.  The options 

are: 

(a) Raise an order 

(b) Raise an Invoice to pay by Cheque 

(c) Raise an Invoice to Pay by Direct Deposit into our Bank Account, or  

(d) Pay online via PayPal 

 
49. We can arrange that during working hours, we can accept credit details over the phone 

 

50. Additional licences can be purchased between renewal dates. Where this happens the 

Group, Brigade or Unit will receive a credit for unused months at the next renewal. 

 

51. Question: To receive sound alerts for callouts while your phone is on silent or do not disturb?  

Unfortunately, It’s not possible to override the phone’s silent settings as this locked out for 

security reasons; instead of using silent, we recommend using the phones’ “Do not disturb” 

facility, which can provide the ability to pick and choose which app you want silent or not. 
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52. Requires more research) As a BART Administrator you can send a voice message to those 
responding to an incident or an individual person.  First create the voice message.  

Voice messages are able to be sent via a Broadcast message by selecting the 
‘Forward’ icon and selecting Copy to BART.  

 

53. If a member has confirmed their attendance to a calendar event, BART automatically adjusts 
their availability to ‘Booked’ for the duration of that event  The ‘Booked’ status for each 
individual member can be seen within the ‘Availability’ section of the Members area, BART 
Team App, Dashboard and Turnout. 
 

54. If you or a member are not getting receiving the tones selected in sat an Iphone, go to the 
member account, change the alert tone saved it and sent a test message.  Then resaved the 
original tone. 
 

55. When testing the sound in the BART Team App using ‘Test Notification’ in the Settings 
section of the menu please note: 
(A)  If you press the option ‘Test Notification’ you will receive the standard ding ding not the 

sound that you have selected as you are in the BART Team App 
(B) If you press the option ‘Test Notification’ then flip back to the menu and out of the BART 

Team App, the Push notification and the correct sound should occur. 
 

56. District BART Administrators can allocate licences as long as they are in District in the top 
right hand corner and in Groups. 

 
57. Appliances can be used to record who drove to the incident in their own vehicle and those 

who assisted in the incident at the station.  This can be recorded  using CREW BUILDER in 
the report produced when the incident is closed. Until Appliance Private Vehicle and 
Appliance at Station is introduced please forward an Email to BART@emerg.com.au so that 
we can note that those accounts do not require a licence. 
 

58. In crew builder you can record who the Crew Leader is and the Driver once the member has 
been moved to the designated Vehicle.  

 
59. You can send the message within BART a number of ways: 

1. Dashboard 
2. Members (One to one or one to many) 
3. Turnout Dashboard 
4. Your email Account 
5. As an SMS, or   
6. BART Team App 

 

From the BART Team App the message can be sent from two Area: 

a. In Menu – press  Send Broadcast ( which is at the bottom of the menu for 
convenience) 
(NB Press the icon of three lines one on top of the other in the top left hand corner to go to 

the menu)   THEN ENTER THE MESSAGE and send 

b. In the List view press the RED + circle at the bottom right hand corner of the List view 
then press ‘New Broadcast’     THEN ENTER THE MESSAGE and send 

               

The above process should be practiced by strategic officers if the Pager SMS or call message 

does not occur in BART.  

mailto:BART@emerg.com.au
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60. QUESTION:  I cannot allocate a licence to a joining member.  RESPONSE: The reason why 

you sometimes cannot allocate him a licence to a new member, is because there is an 

outstanding request by the member to join your group which has not activated. Requests can 

be seen and accepted or declined in the Administration – Members – REQUESTS.  Then the 

licence can be assigned 

61. QUESTION: Is there a way to update each members individual profile picture from the 

administration page?  We want to adjust the profile picture to a colour or shape which is 

relative to the overall qualifications of the member. RESPONSE: You should be able to 

upload an image for each member in the new Members interface as a BART 

Administrator.  This was something requested by a Unit Controller in Victoria 

 

62. QUESTION: Can BART be used for State or Overseas Deployment? RESPONSE: 

(a) Request the setup of a Deployment or Strike Group 

(b) Allocate a BART Administrator to the new Group 

(c) Set up three Teams:  

a. Deployment Team 

b. Under consideration Team 

c. Sorry, Thank You for applying Team  

(d) People can request to join the Group or register for a 30 day free trial to the group.  NB 

Joining can be done from the BART Team App – Menu – Settings.  Registering has to be 

dome from BARTapp.com.au or by the BART Administrator direct in the Group. 

(e) Once in the group the BART Administrator can allocate the member to one of the three 

Teams.  The member will be notified automatically.  Transfers can be made between 

teams by add or delete. 

(f) Messages can be set to members within the group, etc 

(g) Members as well as Appliances can be added to the Group and or Teams 

 

63. SUGESTIONS are past to the BART Team for consideration.  If your suggestion is not 

adopted please resubmit the suggestion if it is a priority to you, at a later date.  The BART 

Team depend on your participation and suggestions.  BART is a partnership between 

Volunteers/First Responders and the BART Team. 

 

64. QUESTION: Other members were given the ability to send Messages and Alerts.  I have 

been given that ability however when I press the Red Plus symbol I do not seem to be able to 

send a message.  RESPONSE: Please ask your BART Administrator to add you to the list of 

people who can send messages on the particular BART Broadcast Tag in: Administration – 

Groups- The specific Group – Broadcast Tags  (top right hand side) - ADD. 

 

65. QUESTION: I've been adding some Fire Hydrants and Water points in MARKERS 

however, they aren't appearing on the Map.  RESPONSE:  The markers are being 

recorded however in the BART Team App we only show 25-50 markers around your 

current location.  
 

66. QUESTION: Can non-emergency organisations utilise BART? RESPONSE: Yes, however for 

such organisations the minimum subscription is $1125 pa.  BART subscriptions have been 

worked out for volunteer organisations where in most cases the subscriptions are paid using 

local funds. 

 

67. QUESTION: I cannot allocate District Licences.  RESPONSE: District BART Administrators 

can allocate licences as long as District is set at the top right hand corner and in Groups and 

they select the District in the middle top area of Groups eg type  in ‘North’ to select the North 

West District. 
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68. QUESTION: Does BART email the username and password to our members after we 

have created their account in BART. RESPONSE: We do not send Usernames or 

passwords to members if the BART Administrator creates the Member account. However, 

if the New BART Member goes to BARTapp.com.au and registers for a free one month 

trial, you should receive an email prompting you to log into MEMBERS - Administration – 

Members – REQUESTS (top RHS) and either accept or recline the requesting member.  

The new members choses their own password and BART creates their Login username. 

 
69. QUESTION: I have just renewed and one member still appears with a  red date and since that date 

he/she has not been receiving messages..    Response: You may have to issue that member a licence 
in ADMINISTRATION - MEMBERS.  You may also have to remove individual licence (which has expired) 
and give him/her a brigade licence. NB  you cannot remove unexpired individual licences or licences 
purchased by other groups as they do not belong to the Group. Unexpired licences not paid for by the 
group remain active until they are removed by the purchasers or they lapse. 
 

70. QUESTION:  Love your app. its a ripper. I noted that recently my live stream does not work 
anymore without WiFi. RESPONSE:  Turning OFF the use of BART without the use of WIFI - turns 
STREAMING OFF. 

 

71. QUESTION: I have accidently deleted a member and I cannot reinstate him/her.  RESPONSE: At this 
stage (Sept 2018) please provide us with the details of the member and we will re-sate the 
member for you.  If you are deleting a member (at this stage) please remove the licence, email 
and mobile number first. 

 

72. QUESTION: How can I change the login name for a member that is not correct.  RESPONSE: Please 
provide us with the details and we will do it for you. 

 

73. QUESTION: Why can I not add in a specific Login Name for my Brigade member.  RESPONSE: Login 
Names, Email addresses and Mobile numbers have to be unique across all groups and members of 
BART.  Please enter another login name that more closely suits you, the brigade or the member. 

 

74. QUESTION: We have several members who are also brigade members with other units 

that currently use BART. Are there any issues with a person being part of multiple BART 

groups? RESPONSE: No issues, whatsoever. Members can be in unlimited groups under 

one current licence (whoever pays). This also applied to members not in your brigade but 

support your brigade eg catering, auxiliary, etc. Request a support group for your brigade 

or unit.  If a member joins in between renewals we provide a credit rebate at the next 

renewal. 

 

75. QUESTION: We have mobile internet in our station, a wireless router and a laptop in the 

meeting room. We now want to set up the dashboard on a screen mounted on a wall 

between our two appliances so we can see who is responding to an incident when we 

arrive at the station. What hardware can we use. Can we use a tablet or is a Raspberry Pi 

a better option, within reason, cost is not a consideration. The router is at the back of the 

station, we want to mount the monitor at the front of the station, cabling would have to run 

15 metres from the router, we do have a power outlet where we want to mount the screen. 

RESPONSE: We offer brigades a free MicroSD configured card for a Raspberry Pi.  We 

do not support the Raspberry Pi, as it is hardware not part of BART. You purchase the 

device (around $100) on the internet, please refer to our specifications. Then send us the 

login and password for the brigade Dashboard (cannot be a person login) and the name 

and address where we can send the MicroSD card to. The physical connection in your 
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station you have to deal with locally. Some brigades have connected by Wifi.  You can 

check this out on the BART forum.  

 

76. QUESTION:  Please supply me a MicroSD Card for the Raspberry Pi we have purchased. 

RESPONSE: Please supply the login and password for the brigade Dashboard (cannot be 

a person login) and the name and address where we can send the MicroSD card to 

 

77. QUESTION: Recently BART has stopped alerting me to an incident; I have an Oppo 

Android  phone. RESPONSE: Please refer to https://www.bart.emerg.com.au/help-

centre/quick-guides/notifications-on-the-bart-team-app/  Please let me know how you go 

by email me on bart.emerg.com.au or ring me on 0419 304 192 – Jan Wandek. 

 

 

78. QUESTION: I wish to add more appliances what do I do? RESPONSE: You have the 

ability to add Appliances in Administration - Members as NEW MEMBERS - choosing 

Appliance as the Type.  Refer to the sample Appliance created by the BART Team. 

 

79. QUESTION: We would like to add or change some qualifications in the list. Is this 

possible? RESPONSE: Please send to bart.emerg.com.au a short name , long name and 

a suggested icon or letters (similar to the other qualifications that are there). If you wish to 

change one, as it is Zone (Agency) based we prefer to add a new qualification, if the one 

in existence is not suitable. We will add them in for you.  You will then be able to select for 

members as well as for the group; the three most important to you for the group 

(ADMINISTRATION – GROUPS) in relation to any incident) 

 

80. QUESTION:  Our brigade receives SMSs from Firecom/CAD/Control.  Can we have this 

SMS Message sent to BART so that all members receive the message from one source? 

RESPONSE: Yes, we have a provider that can receive SMSs and direct them into the 

BART network. This SMS service requires us to purchase a virtual mobile number for your 

brigade/unit/group on your behalf. The fee for the service is $100 per annum per 

brigade/unit Group.  There is no charge for SMSs. We then provide you the number and 

you forward the number to be associated with the group that you receive SMSs from.  We 

will require the number/numbers from where the messages are coming from for security 

reasons. Should a message come through in the future as an SMS but not in BART please 

copy the message and send it out in BART and then add the new number the message 

came from to the authorised sending numbers associated with your SMS  Broadcast tag in 

ADMINISTRATION – BROADCAST TAGS – the SMS Service Broadcast Tag – SENDER 

PHONES. 

 

81. QUESTION: Our brigade/station/shed is in the wrong location. RESPONSE: Go to ADMINISTRATION – 

GROUP – Press the Location ICON on the right. Then either enter a new address or click on the icon on the 
map showing the incorrect location and move it to the right location and SAVE 

 

82. QUESTION: Where do I allocate and delete group licences.  RESPONSE: In 

AMINISTRATION – MEMBERS 

 

83. QUESTION: Where do I raise an order, invoice (cheque or bank transfer) or pay 

subscriptions RESPONSE: MEMBERS Login - Subscriptions   

 

84. Question: How can I upload fire hydrants and water points 

https://www.bart.emerg.com.au/help-centre/quick-guides/notifications-on-the-bart-team-app/
https://www.bart.emerg.com.au/help-centre/quick-guides/notifications-on-the-bart-team-app/
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RESPONSE: Go to Members on the web site (BARTApp.com.au) login, go to Administration - 

Markers – down load the CSV Template 

You can then fill the in and upload it yourself progressively. 

Please note the fire hydrants appear around where you are in the App.  So you may not see 

all the fire hydrants you have imported. 

You can record Water points and they show up with the fire hydrants in the App 

 

 

85. Question: How do I set the time in the Raspberry PI for the Dashboard.   

Response: Escape to the command line by pressing ctl + alt + F1 at same time  

Login with user: pi password: raspberry  

Type: sudo raspi-config  

In menu Go to localisation options -> change time zone 

 

86. Question: Can we create an event without broadcasting it to all members. Then send it out just 
prior to the event. 

Response: Yes, create the event as Status - TENTATIVE 
 

87. Question: I am not getting forms to appear in Members 

Response: You may have set the browser to allow pop ups or allow such functionality. 

 

88. Question: How do I join another group, brigade or Unit? 

Response: Members can request to join different groups in two ways: 

(a) From the BART Team App in Menu – Settings  - Where only was surrounding groups are 

show.  If the group is not visible try option (b) below. 

(b) From the Members Login (BARTApp.com.au) – My Groups – REQUEST Tag Top Left 

corner.- Here all public groups are shown 

 

 

 

89. Question:  We have been a user of BART for years. We have just tried to create a Event 

for the first time and it is not sending the Message out for members to record whether they 

will be coming to the event or not. 

Response: Firstly, check that the member/s can send messages and allocate the BART 

Broadcast to them to send on. Secondly, if that does not solve the issue.  Create a new 

Broadcast Tag eg BART EVENT Messages.  Assign receiving members and sending 

message members to the new local BART Broadcast tag.  

 

90. Question: How to I set up receiving emails from an organisation such as Vodafone. 

Response:  You have to set up an Account/Member for that organisation and record the 

email address from where the message is coming from in that Account/Member for security 

reasons.  

Reference: https://www.bart.emerg.com.au/members-help/sending-a-broadcast-via-email/ 

Other: the Account/Member needs to have send message permissions on the Broadcast Tag 

being sent to bart.emerg.com.au     eg TAGID@bart.emerg.com.au    Providing other optional 

parameters 

ALERT Message Type:  

• Start the message with the word “ALERT”. 

• Anywhere in the body with the following strings "*CFSRES ,FIRECALL:, 

Turnout" 

mailto:B-ALLMEM@bart.emerg.com.au
mailto:B-ALLMEM@bart.emerg.com.au
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Map Coordinates: 

LATLNG:[latitude],[longitude]    eg: LATLNG: -37.8633788,145.2227037 

LAT:[latitude]       eg: LAT: -37.8633788 

LNG:[longitude]    eg: LNG: 145.2227037 

Address: 

The address can be passed instead of the Coordinates, in which BART will Geo-

locate. 

• Address:[Address]     Eg: Address:420 Burwood Hwy, Wantina South, VIC 

• Addr:[Address]         Eg: Addr:420 Burwood Hwy, Wantina South, VIC 

Incident Reference: 

• REF:[Reference Number]   Eg: REF:F123456789 

 

 

 

 

 

91. Question: Having problems closing a job from yesterday.  I get error when trying to close 

the job. Response: You may not have the permission to close jobs. 

 

92. Question: Can I send a voice message in BART. Response: Yes.  First record your voice 
message as a MP3 file on your computer, then add the MP3 as an attachment to your 
message, then send. 

 

93. Question: How does the access to groups during the free trial period work? Response: The 
way that BART operates is:  (1) If you register for the first time you get 30 days free use in 
the group you register for or are registered in and any group which you request to join 
and accepts you.  (2) If you have a valid licence you can be in any group which you request 
to join and accepts you.  (3) If your group is on a 30 day trial then the people in the group 
without licences or who are outside the 30 day free trial period come under the trial 
period of the group in that group only (they lose their access to other groups).   

 

94. Question: We are getting wrong directions on the Dashboard for Incidents in our area? Can 

you please explain.  Response: The chances are the location of the Station is not correct and 

needs to be amended in the Members – Administration – Groups. Note: we pass the 

location of the station and the location of the incident to Google and they provide the 

direction and route.  
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95. Question: Do members licenses commence expiring from time of purchase or from time they are issued to 

members. Response: We allow 30 days free trial use when a member registers for a free 
trial on BARTapp.com.au or is created by the BART Administrator.  This option can be used 
in an emergency where you need more members to assist:  they have free use for 30 days 
enough to cover the emergency. When you purchase a licence, it starts expiring from the 
date of purchase. When you purchase licences between renewals or the initial 
subscription you receive a rebate at the next renewal for unused months for licences 
purchased between renewals. 

 

96. QUESTION: Can someone please explain the benefit of having an appliance registered? 

 

Response: We have added appliances and member tracking to BART to provide for situation 

awareness and interoperability.  Member tracking occurs for 25  minutes to show the brigade 

members where each other is.  Vehicle tracking is to show members of the brigade/unit and 

other members of other brigades/units where their trucks are. Member tracking is brigade/unit 

based while vehicle tracking is across brigades/Units. 

 

With appliances and crew builder you can let members know who is in the truck or which 

truck and their position in the truck/s and with Comments relating to the incident the report 

produced on completion shows all the details without someone having to remember and relay 

the information to the agency 

 

97. Question: I am an oversee of a number of units. I get a notification that there is a 

discussion but when I select the Teams tab it’s blank. 

Response: You are probably an OBSERVER of the group therefore you are not in the active 

list of members of the group. You do not see the Discussions or the local Administration 

messages 

98. Question: We are trying to set the status of BOOKED in our availability. It does not seem to be selected. 

Response: BOOKED status in availability is only used by Events to indicate that you are booked for an EVENT 
you gave the thumbs up to 

. 

99. Question: What are the Availability Statuses? Response: The Availability Statuses are: 

Available, Delayed ie  Available but will be late or later than usual, Emergency Only ie 

Available for Emergencies, Not Available and Booked ie  Accepted for an Event however 

non changeable manually 

 

100. Question: Why a member cannot login after they have replaced their phone. 

Response: When a member changes phones we have to re-issue their password.  

 

101. Question: I cannot delete teams in the Web MEMBERS area. Response: This 

function will be fixed in the new year. Please use the functionality in the BART App. When 

in the Menu - Teams, Press the minus (top RH), Press the Red minus dot on the LHS of 

the team name, Then press Delete. 
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102. Question:  I am not receiving an email when I request a change of password on the 

BART App. Response:  We have an issue on the BART App. Please use the ‘Forgot your 

password ?’ on the Members Web login screen via BARTapp.com.au 

 

103. Question: I have an Iphone and the Push Notifications are coming in not very loud. 

(soft). Response: There is an option in the Apple Phone 

(https://9to5mac.com/2018/06/06/ios-12-how-to-enable-quiet-notifications-on-iphone-ipad/) 

to set Notifications to be Quiet.  This option is only on the Push Notification itself. 

Therefore when in the Menu area; slide down from the top to view previous Push 

Notifications.  Once you have a BART Push Notification; slide to the left.  You should see 

Mange, View and Clear.  Press Manage then press ‘Deliver Quietly’.  Then Press 

‘Manage’ again and press ‘Deliver Prominently’.   Do not press ‘Turn off’. This should reset 

the Quiet mode to Loud mode 

 

104. Question:  I am not receiving Push Notifications.  Response:  Follow the instructions 

provided on our web site (BARTapp.com.au) in relation to ‘Why am I not getting Push 

Notifications.  ALSO: REMOVE ANY BATTERY LIFE SAVING APPS  YOU MAY BE 

USING ON YOUR PHONE. 

 

105. Question: When I push the incident  ‘pin’ location icon, it says “The user denied access to use location 

services”.  Response: go to Privacy > Location Services > Location Services AND the 
app are enabled. If they are greyed out, go to Settings > General > Restrictions. 
Reset your device by holding the home and power button down at the same time until 
it reboots. 

 

106. QuestIon: We sending an email to an external address outside the Government via 

email however the Government disclaimer is automatically added to the bottom of the 

email. How can we avoid the disclaimer going with the email message. Response: Add the 

indicators /END    or   #END   or     <END> at the end of the message 

107. Question:  Has any member of the BART community created a structured email template for 
administration staff to send messages using the ‘Send a broadcast to BART via email’ to BART 
groups. Response: Anthony Dick in Tasmania has developed the following: 

I have been successfully using the “send a broadcast to BART via email” function for some 

time. 

 

This popular and convenient function is particular useful for non BART users such as 

administration staff, to send Broadcast messages to Bart Groups.  

 

We have also set up a useful function within an in house “Incident Management System” 

which has an email export function, that formats an email in the required BART format with 

SES Request Assistance information and sends a message to the required BART Group 

as a broadcast. 

 

Here is an example export email generated from our in house “Incident Management 

System” 

https://9to5mac.com/2018/06/06/ios-12-how-to-enable-quiet-notifications-on-iphone-ipad/
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We have also made up the following email template for our administration staff use to 

manually create BART Broadcast messages to send to Bart Groups   

 

 

This process works extremely well and has proven to be a popular way to send BART 

Broadcast messages from a desktop computer. 

 

To avoid the sending of the following disclaimer add  /END    or   #END   or     <END> to the 

end of the message.  
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER 

The information in this transmission may be confidential and/or protected by legal 

professional privilege, and is intended only for the person or persons to whom it is 

addressed. If you are not such a person, you are warned that any disclosure, 

copying or dissemination of the information is unauthorised. If you have received 

the transmission in error, please immediately contact this office by telephone, fax or 

email, to inform us of the error and to enable arrangements to be made for the 

destruction of the transmission, or its return at our cost. No liability is accepted for 

any unauthorised use of the information contained in this transmission. 

 

108. Question:  how can we use BART if the Pager system is down and we receive a call 
from our Agency direct or via SPECTRUM.  Response:  BART is a communication system 
where certain members with the permission ‘Send Broadcast’ can send an Alert using the 
BART Brigade Broadcast Tag.  This option should be used where the Pager message is 
received but no message in BART so that members can respond to the BART message to 
give you situation awareness.  There are two aspects to allowing members to send 
broadcasts: The permission mentioned earlier and the particular Broadcast Tag they can 
send on in ADMINSTRATION BROADCAST TAGS. 

 

109. Next  
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111. Appendix One 

 

 

 


